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‘You’re not making sense, you’re just being logical’

Niels Bohr¹

‘When I use a word . . . it means just what I choose it to mean neither more nor
less’.

Humpty-Dumpty²

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern law and economics received much of its impetus from Ronald
Coase’s analysis in ‘The Problem of Social Cost,’ and a goodly amount of
that comes from the Coase theorem, which states that, absent transaction
costs, externalities will be efficiently resolved through bargaining. The
fact that the analysis that came to be codified in the Coase theorem was
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¹ Quoted in Schotter (1996, p. 204).
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(intentionally) an exercise in pure fiction on Coase’s part did not deter the erection of a substantial edifice of positive and normative analysis on this foundation, nor, for that matter, has subsequent elaboration of Coase’s intent done anything to abate the interest in the theorem and its implications. Indeed, the controversy over the Coase Theorem continues to this day, although the true message of ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ is now garnering increasing attention, particularly within the New Institutional Economics. That an article which avowedly had nothing to do with legal scholarship, written by someone who has repeatedly emphasized his complete lack of interest in lawyers and legal education, served as a springboard and foundation for the development, in the hands of others, of the economic analysis of law – the most significant movement within law during the last half of this century and one of the more significant developments within economics over this same time period – raises a host of interpretive issues. Perhaps no economic work written in this century is as illustrative of the central tensions of hermeneutics as ‘The Problem of Social Cost’.

In spite of the often heavily ideological overtones of the Coase theorem debate, the theorem is simply a positive proposition, stating that under certain conditions a particular result will follow. Yet, the Coase theorem has been assailed from the left (as conservative dogma) and from the right (as liberal dogma); its moral, philosophical, and political underpinnings have been called into question; its logic, applicability, and empirical content have been both trashed and defended; it

---

3 See, e.g., Coase (1988, 1992) and Medema (1994a, Chapter 4; 1996).
4 For recent surveys, see Medema and Zerbe (1999) and Zelder (1998).
6 See, for example, Coase (1993, p. 251) and his comments in Kitch (1983, p. 192).
7 For a discussion of the transformation of law and economics during the twentieth century and the place of ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ within this process, see Medema (1998a).

While it has been argued that Coase’s retrospectives on his own work are little more than revisionist history, the evidence – seen through the juxtaposition of ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ with the entire corpus of Coase’s writings – clearly suggests otherwise. See Canterbery and Marvasti (1992) and the response by Medema (1994b), as well as Medema (19994a). That much having been said, the emerging importance of the Coase theorem within public economics and law and economics, and the centrality of place given to Coase within the evolution of the economic analysis of law, proceeded apace with hardly a whimper of rebuttal from Coase. While there are a couple of relatively obscure publications circa 1970 in which Coase repeats what he considers to be the message of ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, it was not until the publication of a collection of his seminal papers in the late 1980s that Coase (1988) finally came out strongly in an attempt to set the record straight. The obvious question that arises is that of why Coase chose to keep silent for nearly three decades, in spite of what one might rightly call the abuse of his ideas – particularly at the hands of his colleagues at Chicago. Medema and Samuels (1997) offer a number of conjectures in this regard.
has been hailed as offering a new way to conceptualize law and legal culture and attacked as anathema to the traditional common law process. The present essay will attempt to explain how and why the Coase theorem quickly evolved from a debunking fiction to the basis of one of the most successful branches of applied economics in the last part of this century.

2. THE BASICS

A. A Fairy Tale

The Coase theorem has its genesis in Coase's examination of the potential efficacy of markets for the allocation of broadcast frequencies. Here, Coase (1959, pp. 26–7) pointed out that a perfectly functioning market would allocate rights in broadcast frequencies to their highest-valued uses and thereby substantially enhance the efficiency with which frequencies are allocated vis-à-vis their allocation by governmental fiat. Allowing that markets never function as well in reality as they do in theory, Coase argued that the question of how best to allocate frequencies is essentially an empirical one, but that that potential efficiency-enhancing nature of market allocation was at least sufficient to demand serious investigation by governmental authorities.

In elaborating the underlying themes of this argument more generally in 'The Problem of Social Cost', Coase noted that, in the context of modern price theory, the genesis of externality-related market failures is the absence of rights over the externality-related activity. To illustrate this, he demonstrated through a series of examples that when rights are assigned over such an activity, market transactions will generate the socially optimal (wealth maximizing) outcome. As Coase put it:

it is necessary to know whether the damaging business is liable or not for damage caused since without the establishment of this initial delimitation of rights there can be no market transactions to transfer and recombine them. But the ultimate result (which maximizes the value of production) is independent of the legal position if the pricing system is assumed to work without cost. (1960, p. 8)

In making this assertion, Coase was targeting not the analysis of legal rules, but the analysis of market failures as seen in Pigou's Economics of Welfare (1932) and the Pigovian tradition. The Pigovian approach argued that divergences between private and social costs could only be cured,

---

8 The list of citations here is far too long to mention. See, for example, the citations in Gjerdingen (1986) and Medema and Zerbe (1999), as well as the references given in note 27, below.
and should be cured, through appropriately-specified taxes, subsidies, or regulations. But Coase showed that, under the standard neoclassical assumptions regarding the operation of markets, the Pigovian remedies considered necessary for the efficient resolution of externality problems are, in fact, unnecessary. A result long taken to be a given was shown to have no inherent justification.

B. The Rest of the Story

Having argued that frictionless markets will efficiently resolve externalities, Coase proceeded to show the essential irrelevance of this result, owing to the pervasiveness of transaction costs. At a minimum, transaction costs will cause the gains from trade to be exhausted before the global optimum is attained; at worst, they will preclude bargaining altogether. But, said Coase, this should not be taken to imply that the just-trumped Pigovian analysis has won the day in the end; rather, it simply points to the importance of the costs associated with the coordination of economic activity, costs that are as omnipresent in governmental coordination — for example, through Pigovian taxes, subsidies, and regulations — as they are within the market. For Coase, the supposed optimality of markets and government as means of coordinating economic activity are equally fictional. We do not know what the optimum is, nor do we know how to get there. The purported demonstrations of social optima achieved through the use of Pigovian instruments are negated by the associated information and bureaucratic costs. Moreover, the failure of the Pigovian approach to recognize the reciprocal nature of externalities can often prevent the attainment of the least-cost resolution of the externality problem. The combined effect of these issues is that the externality 'remedy' may be inferior (in an efficiency sense) to the externality itself. The appropriate policy response to market failure, according to Coase, thus ultimately comes down to assessing whether the market failure is more or less severe than the government failure that would attend the attempt to cure it. The answer, he argues, can only be found through case-by-case comparative institutional analysis (Coase, 1960, pp. 43–4).

In a nutshell, 'The Problem of Social Cost' showed that the neoclassical approach to the analysis of externalities was fatally flawed. The assumptions under which the analysis proceeded provided no a priori rationale for the supposedly necessary Pigovian corrective instru-

9 For elaborations of the modern Pigovian tradition, see, e.g., Baumol (1972), the essays in Lin (1976), Cornes and Sandler (1996) and the discussion of externalities in virtually any public economics textbook.

ments. At the same time, the relaxation of the assumptions that are necessary for optimal market solutions also preclude, except by accident, the optimality claims attributed to Pigovian remedies.

C. What is the Coase Theorem?

The Coase theorem has been stated in several different ways, often with slight, but not necessarily unimportant, variations. Two of the classics are George Stigler's (1966, p. 113) statement that 'under perfect competition private and social costs will be equal' – the first naming of the Coase theorem in print – and A. Mitchell Polinsky's (1974, p. 1665) assertion that 'If transaction costs are zero the structure of the law does not matter because efficiency will result in any case'. A statement that closely follows the spirit of Coase is: If rights are fully specified and transaction costs are zero, parties will bargain to an efficient and invariant outcome regardless of the initial specification of rights. This statement of the theorem contains two explicit assumptions and two assertions regarding the results.

Let us begin with the results, which can best be understood as two theses regarding the outcomes. The first is the efficiency thesis, which states that the outcome of the bargaining process will be efficient, regardless of who is initially assigned the right. The concept of efficiency underlying the Coase theorem is Paretian – the exhaustion of all potential gains from trade (Buchanan and Stubblebine, 1962; Buchanan, 1986) – and much of the recent analysis by economists attempting to assess the validity of the theorem employs the Paretian notion of efficiency. Coase himself uses the concept of efficiency in multiple ways in his analysis (maximizing the value of production and minimizing costs, in particular), while, within contemporary law and economics, wealth maximization and cost minimization are the most frequently-employed variants of the efficiency concept. The second of the implied results is the invariance thesis: the outcome of the bargaining process – the allocation of rights and resources (although not necessarily the distribution of income) – will be the same, regardless of who is initially assigned the right. That is, while the efficiency thesis contends that the final allocation of resources consequent on any particular assignment of rights will lie on the contract curve, the invariance thesis says that the final allocation will lie on the same point on that curve irrespective of who initially holds the rights over the resource in question. There are versions of the Coase theorem extant in the literature that employ both of these theses and the efficiency thesis alone. Indeed, one of the many oddities surrounding the theorem is that there is no singular Coase theorem. Both the form and

11 See Medema and Zerbe (1999) for a litany of Coase theorems.
content given to the theorem and the notion of efficiency employed affect the conclusions regarding the theorem’s correctness.

The theorem’s results can be illustrated using two simple examples – one from the realm of property law and the other from the realm of contracts. Suppose that the discharge from an upstream polluting factory causes one million dollars in damage to downstream landowners. The polluter can prevent the damage by installing a filtering device at the cost of 600,000 dollars, whereas downstream landowners could eliminate the damage at a cost of 300,000 dollars. Efficiency clearly dictates that the pollution be eliminated, since the damage is greater than the cost of abatement, and that the optimal way of abating the pollution is for the downstream landowners to undertake the abatement.

Suppose that the landowners file suit and that the court subsequently assigns the downstream landowners the right to be free from pollution damage. The polluter can abate the pollution at a cost of 600,000 dollars. However, recognizing that the downstream landowners can abate the pollution at a cost of 300,000 dollars, the polluter will be willing to offer them any amount up to 600,000 dollars to undertake the abatement. The landowners, in turn, will be willing to accept a payment in excess of 300,000 to do so. Thus, in the absence of transaction costs, a mutually-beneficial bargain will be struck that results in the landowners undertaking the abatement.\(^\text{12}\) If, on the other hand, the polluter is given the right to pollute, the downstream landowners, faced with a choice between one million dollars in damages and abatement costs of 300,000 dollars, will choose to abate the pollution. Thus, regardless of the initial assignment of rights, the efficient result – abatement undertaken by downstream landowners – will obtain.

Or, suppose that Ronald contracts to sell a home to Richard at a price of $100,000. Shortly before the transaction is consummated, Guido offers Ronald $110,000 for the house and Ronald breaches his contract with Richard to sell to Guido. If the law allows for such contractual breaches, Guido, rather than Richard, ends up purchasing the house from Ronald. If the law states that such a breach is not allowable, Ronald must sell to Richard at the contracted price. But Guido will then offer Richard $110,000 for the house, an offer which Richard would certainly accept, assuming that he paid something approximating the house’s value to him when he purchased it from Ronald. Thus, regardless of the law governing breach, Guido ends up owning the house. The outcome is both efficient – the house ends up in its highest-valued use – and invariant under alternative assignments of rights.

What about the assumptions which take us to these results? An

\(^{12}\) Note that the distribution of gains from this exchange will depend upon the relative bargaining power of the two sides.
implicit (and necessary) assumption in all formulations of the theorem is that rights are alienable. The further (explicit) assumption that these rights must be fully specified is rather non-controversial. In its simplest form, it holds that some party has legal control over the resource in question. If there are no rights established over said resources, or if rights are incompletely defined, bargaining solutions are all but precluded. For example, neither Richard nor Guido would enter into an agreement to pay Ronald $100,000 or more for the house if there were no pre-existing rights of ownership.

The assumption of zero transaction costs is much more intricate, and it is the (often unrealized) source of most of the contention over the Coase theorem. Many a scholar has claimed to have demonstrated that the theorem is false by invoking what, in the end, is really just a class of transaction costs. The simple notion of transaction costs is those costs associated with the negotiation process. While these costs are certainly significant in many cases, a more expansive definition is given by Douglas Allen (1998, p. 108): ‘Transaction costs are the costs of establishing and maintaining property rights’ – perhaps the most important of which (from an application perspective) are information costs. The necessity of the strict zero transaction costs assumption becomes clear with only a moment’s thought. Sufficiently large transaction costs will preclude bargaining altogether. But even when transaction costs are very low, the marginal benefit of additional negotiation will exceed the marginal cost at some point, with the result that the final allocation of resources will indeed depend on to whom the rights are initially assigned.

As Coase was not elaborating or proving a theorem (Stigler (1966) is due the credit for first stating and naming the theorem in print), it is perhaps not surprising that he was not more specific and detailed about his assumptions or more probing about the details of his results.\(^\text{13}\) Scores of scholars have undertaken this challenge, however, and the literature purporting to prove, disprove, confirm, or refute the theorem is voluminous.\(^\text{14}\) This much can be said with certainty: there exists no generalized proof of the Coase theorem. In contrast, there are an enormous number of ‘disproofs’, many of them highly technical in nature – in stark contrast to Coase’s intuitive formulation of these ideas. The literature here is far too vast to survey in any detail in the present essay. Some of the more significant objections to the theorem include the emptiness of the core (Aivizian and Callen, 1981), imperfect/incom-

\(^\text{13}\) Some of this is also the result of Coase’s methodological stance, which differs greatly from the methodology of contemporary mainstream economics. See Mäki (1998), Medema (1994a; 1995), and Zerbe and Medema (1998).

\(^\text{14}\) See, for example, the surveys by Cooter (1989), Medema and Zerbe (1999), and Zelder (1998).
plete/asymmetric information coupled with the effects of the resulting potential for strategic behavior (Cooter, 1982; Samuelson, 1985; Farrell 1987), nonseparabilities (Marchand and Russell, 1973), nonconvexities (Starrett, 1972), the necessity of rents (Wellisz, 1964), entry and exit effects (Calabresi, 1965; Tybout, 1972; Frech, 1979), and income and wealth effects (Mishan, 1967). A further implicit assumption of the theorem is that agents are utility maximizers. As we shall see in Section 5, however, there is a growing empirical and experimental literature that calls into question the validity of this assumption in the context of the Coase theorem.\textsuperscript{15} Apart from this, the adoption of the Paretian notion of efficiency brings into play the shape of the utility functions, which itself can affect the outcome (Hovenkamp, 1990).

Interestingly, most of the challenges to the theorem’s correctness can be dismissed under appropriate (some would argue ‘correct’) conceptualizations of the meaning of fully-specified rights and zero transaction costs. Those challenges based on, for example, entry and even wealth effects can be shown to violate the assumption of fully-specified property rights, while those based on nonseparabilities, nonconvexities, strategic behavior, risk, etc., violate the assumption of zero transaction costs. Other challenges can be refuted for various reasons (Medema and Zerbe, 1999). The validity of certain challenges also depends upon whether one considers the theorem to include both the efficiency and the invariance theses or the efficiency thesis alone. While Coase’s original elaboration of these ideas included both theses, a number of subsequent commentators have dropped the invariance thesis on the grounds that it is invalidated by income effects and their implication that there is no unique efficient solution.\textsuperscript{16}

Without meaning to trivialize the many objections that have been raised against the Coase theorem, I will assume the position, for the sake of argument, that the theorem is correct, full stop – doing so with the understanding that the epigraphs presented at the beginning of the paper are apposite.

**D. The Theorem’s Implications**

The power of the Coase theorem, and the fascination and infuriation with it, stem from its several implications. The first, and most obvious,

\textsuperscript{15} Coase never made this assumption and in fact has criticized the rational utility maximization model (Coase, 1984). He does, however, seem to adopt the idea that individuals will attempt to exploit opportunities for gains from trade.

\textsuperscript{16} See Polinsky’s (1974) statement of the theorem, above, and that of Cooter and Ulen (1988, p. 105). It is worth noting that Coase (1960) used only examples of externalities between producing agents, rendering income effects irrelevant, and it has been asserted that the fully-specified rights assumption invalidates even this challenge (Allen, 1991; 1998).
implication of the Coase theorem is that Pigovian remedies are unnecessary for externality correction. A simple assignment of rights to one party or another is sufficient to ensure the attainment of efficiency through market-like processes. To a mindset that prefers so-called market-generated outcomes to so-called government intervention, the theorem offers an emphatic counter to the market-failure-driven interventionism of neoclassical economics. Presumed instances of market failure are revealed to be nothing more than the failure of law to fully specify rights — a failure that, once rectified, allows markets to generate optimal solutions. The fact that this 'government versus the market' issue is nonsensical has not diluted the attractiveness of this implication for those who insist upon the primacy of the market. That government is 'intervening' both through the assignment of rights at law and through the imposition of Pigovian remedies should be clear, as should the attendant idea that all of this is apart from the fact that the same costlessly available information that allows the Coase theorem to work its magic in a market context would also allow government to efficiently resolve externalities using Pigovian instruments.

A second implication of the Coase theorem is that externalities will be resolved efficiently not only through an assignment of rights, but regardless of to whom these rights are initially assigned. This is very discomfiting to traditional legal scholars, to those who adhere to traditional Pigovian externality theory, and to natural rights theorists. To begin with, the theorem brings to the fore the reciprocal nature of externalities: A may be imposing costs on B, but to reduce the harm to B imposes costs on A. The question is who is going to be allowed to visit harm on whom. Pigovian externality theory, and to some extent traditional legal theory, have proceeded in ignorance of this critical point, assuming that one party (e.g., the polluter) is the cause of the externality and that the other party is the victim, and prescribing restraints on the activity of the harm-generating agent.17 By illustrating how both parties would be willing to pay to avoid having harm visited on them, the Coase theorem brings out this reciprocity very nicely. But the nasty little implication of the Coasean perspective is that traditional notions of causation and harm go out the window.18

17 Traditional legal theory is much less guilty here, as Coase points out in 'The Problem of Social Cost'. Looking back on this, Coase (1993, p. 251) notes that one of his goals in discussing court cases in that article was to show that the legal system did a much better job than the economics profession in recognizing this reciprocity.

18 In applying this notion of causation on the normative front, Landes and Posner (1983, p. 110) bring out this point very nicely in the context of tort law, noting that 'If the basic purpose of tort law is to promote economic efficiency, a defendant's conduct will be deemed the cause of an injury when making him liable for the consequences of the injury would promote an efficient allocation of safety and care; and when it would not promote efficiency for the defendant to have behaved differently, then the cause of the accident
The idea that to whom rights are assigned does not matter for efficiency has an additional disquieting implication for law: the notion that courts determine rights and thus outcomes falls by the wayside, at least in part. That is, rights will inevitably end up in the hands of those who value them most highly, although the attendant distribution of income will be affected by the initial assignment of rights — that assignment determining who makes payments to whom within the Coasean bargaining process. One of the many interesting ironies surrounding the Coase theorem is that the critics from the left have not seized upon this insight with at least as much fervor as supporters from the right. The right can argue that the Coase theorem tells us that judicial attempts at social engineering are fruitless, since parties will bargain around that result when it is in their joint interest to do so. Those on the left could well respond that, since the final allocation is not affected in any case, judges should feel free to assign rights in such a way as to satisfy their distributional preferences — for example, by assigning right to ‘victims’ so that bribes flow to ‘victims’ from the ‘harm-causing agent’ rather than the other way around. Perversely, the Coase theorem is everybody’s friend.

3. THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW

A. Unlocking Law

The analysis of externalities has been an important component of economic theory ever since A. C. Pigou made externalities a centerpiece of his Economics of Welfare (1932). Yet until the writing of ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, the analysis proceeded largely in ignorance of existing common law means of dealing with externalities and of common law solutions as potential instruments of externality policy. What Coase’s analysis illustrated so clearly is that the common law of property, contract, and tort is actually one large body of externality policy. This has two implications. First, the economists’ focus on statutory remedies – Pigovian taxes, subsidies, and regulations – was exposed as unnecessarily narrow. Second, and perhaps more important, economists became aware of a wealth of externality-related issues within the law to which economic analysis could be fruitfully applied. Because a particular assignment of rights expands the opportunity sets of some agents and restricts those of others, legal decision making can be conceived of as an exercise in allocation, to which one can readily apply the standard micro-theoretic tools to assess the relative efficiency properties of alternative

will be ascribed to “an act of God” or some other force on which liability cannot rest. In this view, the injurer “causes” the injury when he is the cheaper cost avoider; not otherwise’.
structures of rights and to derive the efficient body of rules to govern individual behavior.\textsuperscript{19}

If there is a distinction to be made between the situations addressed by common law and the traditional economic theory of externalities, it lies in the context of the externality relationships: common law problems have traditionally dealt with relations between small numbers of agents (illustrated, for example, in the legal cases discussed by Coase), whereas the economic theory of externalities has tended to deal (at least implicitly) with large numbers situations, such as pollution. It is here that the Coase theorem finds the foothold within the economic analysis of law that is less available within traditional externality theory. The simple (and somewhat simplistic) notion of transaction costs is that of bargaining or negotiation costs, and it is generally argued that these costs increase quickly as the number of parties to a bargain increases. This is illustrated in the extreme case by the public goods problem.\textsuperscript{20} Given this, ‘everybody knows’ that the bargaining solution will not work in the traditional externality situations, such as air pollution, conceived of within economic analysis\textsuperscript{21} – except, perhaps, in the limit, where the number of parties on both sides is so large that the situation approximates that of perfect competition and, as such, brings us within the bounds of the first optimality theorem.\textsuperscript{22}

For the small-numbers relations regularly contemplated by law, however, the bargaining solution takes on significant import. The simple notion of transaction costs suggests that impediments to bargaining here may well be minimal. Once legal rules are in place – ranchers are required to fence, surface rights owners also have beneath-the-surface rights, etc. – attendant outcomes can be presumed to be efficient. Were the right in question more valuable to someone other than the agent who is assigned it, that individual would have purchased the right through a voluntary transaction. Legal or political pressures to alter the extant structure of rights are thus revealed to many to be nothing more than rent-seeking by those unwilling to pay the price necessary to acquire them.

By implicitly favoring common law remedies, the Coase theorem logic enhances the probability of efficient resource allocation. Pigovian instruments have the effect of creating inalienable rights, whereas common law rights are usually alienable. A Pigovian remedy that deals with an externality problem in other than least-cost fashion is thus

\textsuperscript{19} On the somewhat problematic nature of the efficiency criterion and, in particular, its non- uniqueness, see pp. 224–6 below and Medema and Samuels (1998).

\textsuperscript{20} But see Coase (1974) and the discussion in Section 6, below.

\textsuperscript{21} The definition of ‘everybody’ here includes Coase, who accepted that the bargaining solution is not likely to apply to, e.g., air pollution. See Coase (1960, p. 18).

\textsuperscript{22} See Stigler (1966, p. 113) and Arrow (1969).
virtually guaranteed to generate an inefficient allocation, whereas common law rules simply set the stage for the bargaining that will lead to the efficient resolution of the problem.23

Or so the story goes.

B. Doing What Comes Naturally

The most significant facet of the Coase theorem’s legacy has been its role in placing issues of rights determination in the context of a market. A perusal of an issue of the Journal of Law and Economics, or of a textbook in law and economics, does not reveal an inordinately large number of invocations of the Coase theorem. What one does observe, however, are an enormous variety of legal-economic arguments couched in the language of the market, and this language, as well as the underlying logic, derive directly from the Coase theorem.

The idea of placing legal rights in a market context strikes many as wholly inappropriate. But is it? One of the seminal insights of John R. Commons (1924) – hardly one who could be classed ideologically with modern-day Chicago – was that the fundamental unit of economic activity is the transaction – the transfer of legal rights of control – rather than the exchange of goods and services. At their core, input and output markets are vehicles for the transfer of legal rights between agents. To say that the market ought not to be the arbiter of rights is thus to say that markets ought not to exist. When the theory of markets or the theory of exchange tells us that, under particular conditions, resources will be allocated efficiently, what is really being said is that the rights over those resources will be allocated efficiently through the exchange process. This is non-controversial. But if these processes allocate rights over standard producer and consumer goods efficiently, why not also rights over, for example, pollution, unobstructed views, contractual promises, or, in the limit, the use of one’s body. Unless these classes of rights can be shown to have characteristics that cause them to differ with respect to their consonance with the underpinnings of exchange theory, there is no a priori reason to expect that the transactions contemplated by law (and thus the economic analysis of law) are any different than the standard transactions of the marketplace.

That the Coase theorem is a foundational element of the economic analysis of law is non-controversial. However, it is in its negation, if you will, that the theorem assumes its most significant import. The theorem says that, granting its assumptions, conflicts over resource use will be

23 See Posner (1992, pp. 251ff.). This, combined with the legal-economic perspective on judicial behavior and the public choice perspective on legislative and bureaucratic behavior underlies the preference, within the economic analysis of law, for common law rather than statutory remedies. See Posner (1992, Chapter 19).
efficiently resolved upon an assignment of rights over the resource in question, and that the ultimate result will be invariant regardless of to whom the rights are assigned. Crassly put, the structure of legal rules does not matter, allocationally; it is only necessary that legal rules in some form exist, and that the associated rights be alienable. A moment’s thought reveals that, if this were actually true in reality, the entire economic analysis of law enterprise would never have left the ground. After all, the economic analysis of law takes as its mission the analysis of the efficiency properties of alternative legal rules – historical, actual, and potential. If any legal rule will generate an efficient and invariant allocation of resources, these studies would have all the import of one purporting to show, by reference to extensive empirical analysis, that the sun rises in the morning. Likewise, the advocacy of particular legal rules based upon their efficiency properties would be nonsensical.

Once we allow that transaction costs preclude the attainment of the optimum contemplated by the Coase theorem, we are immediately faced with the fact that the structure of rights does indeed affect the efficiency with which resources are allocated. But we are also faced with the recognition that these costs prevent agents from doing that which they would do in the absence of these costs. Because of this, it has been argued that two normative implications (or extensions) potentially can be drawn from the theorem.

First, law should be structured so as to minimize the impediments to bargaining.²⁴ Doing so allows agents to attain, or come closer to attaining, preferable but otherwise unattainable outcomes. The second implication is more important, as it goes to the heart of the normative economic analysis of law: rights should be assigned so as to achieve the efficient (i.e., wealth-maximizing) outcome. This idea – conventionally known as the ‘mimic the market’ approach to rights determination (Posner, 1992, p. 15) – is undoubtedly the most controversial aspect of the economic analysis of law within the greater legal community, and it has been both defended and assailed from a variety of directions.²⁵ Its claim to legitimacy, however, is relatively powerful, and it rests on the Coase theorem.

The theorem says that parties will bargain to the efficient outcome, regardless of how rights are initially assigned, if they are not precluded from doing so. The mimic the market approach to legal decision making simply allows parties to reach the allocative arrangement that they would have arrived at by mutual consent if transaction costs did not get in the way. The argument goes something like this: the Coase theorem shows us the allocation that parties would voluntarily agree to; since

²⁴ Cooter and Ulen (1997, p. 89) call this the ‘normative Coase theorem’.
²⁵ For a small taste of this debate, see Posner (1983, Chapters 3,4; 1990, pp. 73ff.), the Symposium on Efficiency as a Legal Concern, and the Response to the Efficiency Symposium.
transaction costs preclude them from reaching this agreement, we should impose this result via judicial decree. Posner illustrates this very nicely in his discussion of judicial gap-filling in contract law:

The task for a court asked to interpret a contract to cover a contingency that the parties did not provide for is to imagine how the parties would have provided for the contingency if they had decided to do so. Often there will be clues in the language of the contract. But often there will not be, and then the court may have to engage in economic thinking — may have to decide what the most efficient way of dealing with the contingency is. For this is the best way of deciding how the parties would have provided for it. Each party, it is true, is interested just in his own profit, and not in the joint profit; but the larger the joint profit is, the bigger the ‘take’ of each party is likely to be. So they have a mutual interest in minimizing the cost of performance, and the court can use this interest to fill out a contract along the lines that the parties would have approved at the time of making the contract. (1992, p. 93)  

From this perspective, the notion that the efficiency criterion is a dangerous foreign matter foisted upon law by right-wing zealots who worship at the altar of the market cannot be sustained. Rather, law simply becomes a vehicle that, via judicial decree, allows conflicts to be resolved in the manner that disputants would themselves mutually demonstrate that they prefer.

The fact that mainstream law and economics has concerned itself almost solely with issues of efficiency and virtually not at all with distribution is in part an artifact of this spin put on the Coase theorem. An essential difference between the working of the theorem and the mimic the market approach to legal decision making is that the former gives credence to distributional issues (mutual agreement on division of the gains from trade, so that each party is at least no worse off) while the latter generates a settled assignment of rights that creates winners and losers. The theorem and the mimic the market approach lead to the same allocation, but potentially to vastly varying distributive outcomes. The neglect (positive or normative) of distributive issues within mainstream law and economics may be praiseworthy or blameworthy, depending on one’s perspective, but the Coase theorem itself is blameless here. It does not say that judges should mimic its results when transaction costs are

26 For illustrations and discussion of the application of economic reasoning in actual court cases, see Samuels and Mercuro (1984) and White (1987).
27 See, e.g., Samuels (1973) and Kelman (1979) for attempts to link the Coase theorem with right-wing ideology. Samuels has since recanted (Medema and Samuels, 1997).
28 The efficiency focus is also an artifact of the idea that judges are best placed to concern themselves with issues of efficiency and that distributive issues should be left to legislative bodies (e.g., Posner, 1990, p. 359; 1992, Chapter 19).
positive. It does not equate efficiency with justice, à la Posner (1983, pp. 48–115). It does not say that efficiency is an important criterion alongside of or in place of justice, nor that distributional considerations are irrelevant or unimportant. That the theorem has been (mis-)jused along these lines by scholars in various camps is equally undeniable.

4. FROM HERE TO TAUTOLOGY

Stanley Fischer (1977, p. 322, n5) once said, in another context, that ‘transaction costs have a well-deserved bad name as a theoretical device . . . because there is a suspicion that almost anything can be rationalized by invoking suitably-specified transaction costs’. Such is the case with the Coase theorem. The context within which Coase couched his analysis is that of small-numbers cooperative bargaining – basic Edgeworth box analysis in which parties will exhaust all potential gains from trade because it is in their interest to do so. The major difficulty here is that the theorem takes what is essentially a situation of bilateral monopoly – with its attendant indeterminate solution – and places it in a competitive exchange setting, leaving nirvana just a costless step around the corner.

The strategic behavior that is likely to be present in these small-numbers settings is made possible by the existence of transaction costs – especially incomplete/imperfect/asymmetric (i.e., costly) information. Because the ability to engage in strategic behavior is simply a manifestation of transaction costs, it does not constitute a legitimate challenge to the theorem’s correctness. It has been argued, however, that such an expansive notion of transaction costs all but renders meaningless the idea of bargaining and moves the Coase theorem in to the realm of tautology. Cento Veljanovski perhaps puts the point most forcefully when he offers that

While it is true that strategy implies that individuals have incomplete information, zero transaction costs cannot mean that individuals are omniscient i.e. that they not only have costless information about market variables but also about the production and utility functions of all other individuals in the economy. Because if this is the assumption upon which the Coase theorem is based then it has more in common with astrology than market analysis. (1982, pp. 59–60)

Since Coase himself has suggested that analyzing a world of zero transaction costs is akin to ‘divining the future by the minute inspection of the entrails of a goose’ (1981, p. 187), Veljanovski may not be so far off the mark.

The controversies and misunderstandings regarding the nature and

29 See, for example, Regan (1972, pp. 429–30), Cooter (1989, p. 67), and Veljanovski (1977, p. 535).
definition of transaction costs point to the problems with the ‘theorem-
ness’ of the Coase theorem. The theorem is a conclusion derived from
certain premises; its correctness is a matter of logical validity given those
premises. In the hands of some, at least, the role of the assumptions
constituting these premises is to rule out of consideration all of those
variables that would prevent the derivation of the conclusion as a matter
of logic. Allen (1998, p. 106), for example, is very forthright about saying
that, ‘The guiding principle used here [i.e., in his analysis] in defining
transaction costs is “What costs violate the Coase theorem?”’ The
validity of the theorem is thus a function of the assumptions defining
away certain limiting conditions.

The real issue, then, is not the logic of the theorem, but its domain
(Stigler, 1989, p. 632). Rather than take this discussion to imply that all of
the transaction-cost-related controversy surrounding the theorem is so
much wastage, one needs to draw from it the lesson that transaction
costs are ubiquitous. The effect of this, in turn, is to render the Coase
theorem per se completely devoid of real-world applicability. On the
other hand, it also points to the importance of transaction costs within
real-world bargaining situations and broader market contexts, as well as
to the deficiencies of a theoretical framework ill-equipped to account for
them. But then, that was Coase’s point in the first place.30

Perhaps reflecting the recognition that transaction costs are inevit-
ably positive in reality, the Coase theorem has often been loosened in
the profession discourse – being stated along the lines that when
transaction costs are minimal, parties will bargain to an efficient result.
More extreme is Posner’s (1992, p. 51) statement that, ‘Even though
transaction costs are never zero, the Coase theorem should approximate
reality whenever the transaction cost is less than the value of the
transaction to the parties’. This line of thinking effectively moves the
theorem, considered empirically, into the realm of the tendency state-
ment – a statement that, under certain conditions, such and such
behavior and allocative, etc., results can be expected to occur.

The very tenuous, and even incorrect, nature of this argument is
readily apparent. First, the value of the transaction to each party must
exceed the transaction costs faced by each party in order for bargaining to

30 One of the problems that has plagued the analysis of transaction-cost-related phenomena
is the lack of a generally accepted definition of transaction costs. Definitions range from
the more narrow one of direct bargaining costs, to Dahlman’s (1979) resources lost due to
imperfect information, to Allen’s anything that keeps the Coase theorem from holding
(implicitly, anything that precludes the perfect operation of markets). While the last of
these may appear to some to be hopelessly tautological, each of these definitions has
enormous empirical content, the probing of which could greatly expand our under-
standing of the function of markets and the bargaining process. On the subject of
transaction costs and their various influences, see Williamson (1985), Eggertsson (1990),
take place. Second, marginal transaction costs will exceed the marginal benefit from the exchange of rights before $q^*$. As a result, invariance goes out the window. Third, if marginal benefits are falling and marginal transaction costs are increasing for each agent, the bargaining outcome is likely to vary substantially under alternative assignments of rights. Yes, the end result is always efficient in the Paretian sense,\(^{31}\) but that is neither here nor there. Under the ‘all gains from trade are exhausted’ approach to measuring efficiency, any specification of rights will, by definition, be efficient when transaction costs are sufficiently high as to preclude bargaining.

One can see the influence of the tendency statement view of the Coase theorem throughout law and economics. It is most obvious in the affirmation of market transactions and of contractual terms to which agents have bargained.\(^{32}\) But it goes well beyond this. Take, for example, the case of the form of the legal rule to be used in settling a nuisance dispute. Protecting A’s rights with a property rule means that B cannot violate A’s rights without his consent – for example, by purchasing the right to do so from A in a voluntary transaction. If A’s rights are protected by a liability rule, however, B can violate A’s rights without A’s consent if he is willing to pay the court-mandated level of compensation to A for doing so. Drawing on the Coase theorem, the economic approach to determining the relative efficacy of these rules turns on the level of transaction costs. If transaction costs are thought to be low relative to the gains from trade, property rules are preferable owing to their ability to induce consensual negotiations. If transaction costs are likely to preclude bargaining altogether, or to greatly limit its extent, then liability rules are preferred. B will violate A’s right only so long as its marginal benefit from doing so exceeds the marginal cost of compensation. If the compensation level is set appropriately, we will obtain the same outcome as would have occurred if bargaining had been feasible. The preference for property rules when transaction costs are low is an artifact of the difficulty that the courts may have in ascertaining the efficient level of compensation to accompany the liability rule.

While the tautological version of the Coase theorem is relatively harmless – and even very useful – the tendency statement variant is much less innocuous. It is uncontroversial that bargaining is an important part of the legal process, as witnessed by the high rate at which suits are resolved through the negotiation process prior to going to trial. The question, as regards both pre- and post-trial bargaining, is that of the conclusions that can be drawn from it. The only hard-and-fast conclusion that can be drawn is that the resulting positions are \textit{ex ante}

\(^{31}\) See Buchanan (1986).

\(^{32}\) See Schlag (1986, pp. 933ff.) for a litany, and, more generally, Posner (1992, especially Chapters 3 and 4).
Pareto superior; whether the outcome is even reasonably close to the wealth-maximizing optimum is at best ambiguous. Once one allows that transaction costs are positive and thereby opens the door to information-problem-induced strategic behavior, all bets are off. Stigler (1989, p. 631) is correct when he asserts that 'when it is to the benefit of people to reach an agreement, they will seek to reach it'. But it is where they end up along the range of possible agreed solutions that concerns us, and it is by no means clear that this position is nirvana – ε.

V. WHEN GLASS SLIPPERS DON’T SEEM TO FIT

The economic analysis of law was founded on the theory of rational choice. The tendency statement view of the Coase theorem and the ‘doing what comes naturally’ basis for the efficiency criterion both turn on the validity of this depiction of individual behavior. But does this behavioral model accurately describe behavior within the legal arena? The experimental and empirical literature examining the propensity of agents to bargain along the lines suggested by the Coase theorem has generated very mixed returns.33

Several sets of experiments undertaken by Elizabeth Hoffman and Matthew Spitzer (at times with others)34 show that agents have a very high propensity to bargain to the wealth-maximizing outcome, including in cases in which an externality is introduced into the process. Even in these relatively sterile student experimental environments, however, the wealth maximizing result is achieved ‘only’ about 93 percent of the time. In more complex experiments involving multiple contractual terms undertaken by Stewart Schwab (1988), the efficiency rate fell dramatically: only about 20 percent of the bargaining outcomes were efficient.

Still other Coasean bargaining experiments, such as those undertaken by Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler (1990) suggest that endowment effects may significantly impact the willingness of agents to bargain. The evidence that entitlement reduces one’s willingness to bargain (essentially by increasing one’s reservation price for selling) has particular import for the economic analysis of law. The fact that parties have litigated over the rights in question has the potential to create a particularly strong degree of attachment on the part of the individual who is assigned the right. Added to this is the likelihood that these rights are relatively unique, coupled with the evidence that uniqueness seems to increase the strength of endowment effects. (If what is being

33 The claims of some of these studies to ‘test’ the Coase theorem are without merit. If the theorem’s assumptions are satisfied in reality, the conclusions will necessarily follow. For a survey of this literature, see Medema and Zerbe (1999).

contested could easily be obtained from alternative sources, we would probably not have the litigation in the first place.) The upshot of all of this is that the type of bargaining envisioned by the Coase theorem may well be dramatically curtailed, if not precluded virtually altogether. Even for relatively simple items such as pens and binoculars, the Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler experiments found substantial under-trading relative to the theorem’s predictions. In fact, a recent empirical study of nuisance cases that resulted in an injunction being granted by the courts revealed that no post-litigation bargaining whatsoever had occurred, even though some of the court-imposed results appeared to offer ample scope for mutually-beneficial post-trial bargains to be struck and transaction costs did not necessarily appear to be prohibitive (Farnsworth, 1998). 35

While endowment effects perhaps reflect norms of entitlement once rights are assigned, a recent study by Ellickson (1991) suggests that entitlement norms may reach beyond, and in fact supplant, legal rights. Ellickson examined relations between cattle ranchers and neighboring landowners in Shasta County, California – a case study rather closely paralleling Coase’s famous illustration in ‘The Problem of Social Cost’. Under open-range laws, cattlemen are not usually responsible for accidental trespass damage, whereas they are strictly liable under closed-range laws. Ellickson finds that cattlemen and their neighbors in Shasta County do, in fact, cooperate to resolve their disputes regardless of who is liable, as the Coase theorem suggests. However, the evidence also suggests that it is not Coase-theorem-type mechanisms (bargaining processes) at work here; rather, individuals seem to rely on community norms to determine their behavior. For example, while the theorem predicts that, when fencing is efficient, the cattlemen would install a fence if he were liable (closed range) and that the neighboring landowner would do so if he were liable (open range), it is almost always the cattlemen who installs the fence because both cattlemen and their neighbors believe that the cattlemen is morally obligated to do so since his cattle cause the damage. The parties here do not seem to bargain in the shadow of the law, but beyond it, and community norms have more force than the legal rule in place.

There are a number of other studies extant that provide similar evidence regarding the tenuous nature of the behavioral underpinnings of the Coase theorem. Of course some of these results may go to the behavioral foundations of economics generally, but that is not our present concern. What matters for our purposes is that these results call into serious question the propensity of real-world agents to bargain

35 For a more broad-based discussion of behavioral issues in law and economics, see Jolls, Sunstein, and Thaler (1998).
along the lines predicted by the Coase theorem. To the extent that the normative prescriptions of law and economics rely on the Coase theorem for their justification, the very foundation of key facets of law and economics is called into question. The evidence-to-theory ratio in law and economics remains very low. Nonetheless, a wide range of evidence questioning the empirical validity of the underlying behavioral assumptions of law and economics is beginning to accumulate, and to motivate a push toward a more behaviorally-grounded law and economics – one that combines the tools of economic analysis with a more predictively accurate depiction of the behavior of agents within the legal arena.36

6. USEFUL FICTION

The significance of the Coase theorem ultimately comes down to one’s interpretation of the content to be given to the zero transaction costs assumption and, in a sense, it really does not matter whether the theorem is correct or not. The view espoused here is that the theorem is indeed correct, but that, in the end, this is not necessarily all that important. The importance of the Coase theorem lies in the detailed nature of the assumptions regarding transaction costs and property rights that are required to make it correct. The most important legacy of the theorem thus comes through in the work that it has spawned that attempts to get at the nature of transaction costs and the impact of these costs on the operation of the economic system.

The Coase theorem has led to a substantial literature dealing with economic behavior and institutions and, in the process, to a more detailed and useful sense of what is meant by property. The theorem has helped to enhance our understanding of the relationship between property rights and transaction costs and, in doing so, provided useful insights into how changes in constraints give rise to pressures for and against legal change.37 The transaction cost model has also begun to replace (or at least enrich) the market failure model of government intervention. The theorem informs us that costs associated with the transacting process impact the fluidity with which markets function and thus the efficiency of the results that they generate. Market failures owing to monopoly power, externalities, and public goods can be at least partly ascribed to the existence of transaction costs. Public goods represent an interesting example of how the standard market failure model, as illustrated by Paul Samuelson (1954), can be usefully replaced or supplemented by the transaction cost approach. In applying the standard analysis to the case of the lighthouse, Samuelson (1964, p. 45)

36 Again, see Jolls, Sunstein, and Thaler (1998) for a survey of the evidence and a description of the potential form of a more behaviorally-grounded law and economics.
37 On these topics, see, for example, Eggertsson (1990) and North (1981).
makes what can, in the light of Coase’s analysis, be interpreted as a transaction-cost-based argument: lighthouses tend to provide benefits in excess of their costs, but there is no way to collect the appropriate tolls from the consumers of these services, thereby necessitating governmental provision. The supposed inability to collect tolls is, at its heart, a transaction cost problem of the most basic variety. Yet Coase (1974) has shown that transaction costs have not always been prohibitive here; the British lighthouse system was once a well-functioning private system, one in which private lighthouse operators were able to devise a profitable means of circumventing the transaction cost problem.38 The rise of the transaction cost approach to many of the problems of economic analysis – much of which work takes place under the banner of the new institutional economics39 – shows that the operationally significant legacy of the Coase theorem lies in its role in calling to the attention of economists the important role played by transaction costs within the economic system. Beyond this, the traditional Pigovian emphasis on regulatory instruments for dealing with externalities has been supplemented by an increased willingness of national and international policy-making bodies to embrace market-oriented solutions to externality problems (such as marketable pollution permits) and by more careful attention to the question of whether certain externality problems are really worth ‘fixing’.

That the Coase theorem is an unrealistic description of legal-economic reality should have been evident from the beginning. The intensity of the debate surrounding the theorem is derivative of the interesting theoretical puzzle that it poses, the fascination of economists with determinate, optimal solutions to questions of economic policy (accompanied by the desire of some within the legal community for a more scientific grounding for law), and the normative debate that, either implicitly or explicitly, seems to follow the theorem wherever it goes. Several normative prescriptions have been said to follow from the theorem: (i) market solutions to externality problems are preferable to governmentally-imposed solutions; (ii) legal-economic policy should be designed in such a way as to minimize transaction costs and thereby facilitate private bargaining; (iii) government should not interfere with property and contract – property and contract are efficient, and interference with these will decrease economic welfare; (iv) when transaction costs are prohibitive, rights should be assigned to those who value them most highly, thereby mimicking the result that would obtain if the market could operate fluidly. Of course the Coase theorem says none of this. It is a positive statement with no direct normative

39 See, e.g., the references in note 5, above.
implications – an 'is' statement, not an 'ought' statement – going to the presence or absence of efficiency under particular conditions. It does not tell us that efficiency is all that matters, or even that efficiency matters at all. It is the normative baggage that has been appended to the Coase theorem that appears to have generated most of the hostility to it, and thereby to the economic analysis of law.

Even if one wishes to make efficiency the goal of legal-economic policy, the Coase theorem says nothing about the relative merits of market versus administrative (or Pigovian) remedies, nor does it establish the sanctity of property and contract. By pointing to the importance of transaction costs, the Coase theorem escorts us into the larger issue of the costs associated with the coordination of legal-economic arrangements. If coordination is costless, both markets and government function optimally; if coordination is costly, both markets and government can be expected to function sub-optimally. The rhetorical and mathematical flourishes purporting to demonstrate that perfect markets trump imperfect governments or that omniscient governments dominate imperfect markets get us nowhere. The task for legal-economic policy is, at least in part, to assess the magnitude and influence of these relative coordination costs and the resulting implications for alternative institutional-policy arrangements. But then, that was Coase's argument from the beginning. Truth may not always be as interesting as fiction, but both have their place; it is simply (and not so simply) a matter of proportion and perspective.
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